
Hook: 

 

Happy medium 

Healing the world. Love 

Happy Medium 

Healing the world. Love 

 

Verse: 

 

Peace Paradigm upon us previous is lingering 

Perdition rejected as we teachin' all the World to Sing 

Everyone is special so we mourn souls that early leaves 

Grateful testimony when clearances is everything 

 

Much love Friends matchmakers is distracting 

Devotion process Monks keep laughing 

All due respect gotta build the peace stacking 

Always a tune, strong together do the math thing 

 

Literal lyrical magic miracle pray Bus is happy today 

Always together even Future Souls got to say 

Message for the ages did well with it anyway 

Don't worry give it to God, Love Is Us, you're okay. ("Ok"             ) 

 



Common Sense reads next strongmen implosion (our Team has given soooo 

many readings for decades, and it’s the same strongmen regime forces yet 

different behinds       "so profound we all stink") 

History of the world hundred years expulsion (strongmen of Earth are currently 

setting up for the 6th extinction level event, yet they think it’s just their usual “life 

is meaningless” gas baggery…life is not meaningless of course, and as the “Natural 

Numerics” synchronize over time, the World will see the “larger than life story” 

more clearly) 

Slowly over time G.O.D. teach noses 

Wheat tares clearer now harvest told ya (the tares/footstool get discarded when 

the wheat/love is harvested) 

 

 

 

Hook: 

 

Happy medium 

Healing the world. Love 

Happy Medium 

Healing the world. Love 

Happy medium 

Healing the world. Love 

Happy Medium 

Healing the world. Love 

 

 



Be aware ego snares minds impatiently 

Envy of another's work, let go immediately 

Happy medium love sufficiently 

Grace is how we deal heal (the) World efficiently 

 

Note critics always try to use our peace thoughts 

Respect expression unaware of the truth lots 

(took) Hope's name in vain wondering the teach cost 

Reap sow nothing more insurrection leach lost 

 

Hook: 

 

Happy Medium 

Healing the world. Love 

Happy Medium 

Healing the world. Love 

 

 

Outro: 

 

Peace. Like the "Psalm of life poem" it's a reminder that we are spirit and alive 

(life is meaningful, not meaningless like glitch flesh says. As usual, the world 

should wake glitch flesh Autocracies behinds up, and bring they a**es to 

Jesus…that is what it Shouuuuuld be to save the planet, yet God is doing it slowly 

and more architecturally clever as usual)... 



 

All of us together make the story... and it's "ego where it must" but don't let the 

division take hold. It's a gig economy. 

We need eachother. Peace to "Roll with it". Way ta go Jibbs                and "that's it 

Girl, let it rip"     

We don't mind ourselves. 

Our Collective peace is like a "recipe that is missing". 

We walk by faith. And we know the saying "youth is wasted on the young", but 

let's work together allllll generations... 

We can all help each other. 

Peace to "you can giggle". 

We believe we need to spiritualize conversations about racism, not just 

intellectualize. Onelove. (bring children together to work in collectives towards 

purpose, and that's where the healing happens). 

Let's be encouraged...everybody has a process through ART, its medium and 

structure (even a conversation or email is someone’s expressive art, we love U 

Friends). We all know that people are the "Big Truth", and the love is exposed in 

the assembly. And it helps to remember that somebody maliciously causing 

anxiousness or worry is the devil's work. God's work is love power, and self-

control. One people. peace 

 


